My first time

My first foray into the sex
industry occurred after a

heroin habits' amongst our
travels. After our

I felt like a
Queen! Powerful!
Beautiful! Sexy!
Special! Lusted
after!
luscious and impossibly
romantic ‘honeymoon’ in
Kashmir. My partner and I
arrived back in Australia
having acquired 'sizable

somewhat ‘limited’
resources ‘expired’ – my
long examined thoughts of
becoming a local street
based hooker seemed

absolutely the way to go.

Rather late in the
afternoon of my first
adventure, I finally decided
to take to the streets to
make some quick cash.
My partner, and my best
friend who was visiting at
the time, were distraught
and bewildered - but I was
excited by the drama, and
the thought of being able
to purchase some drugs!
My self esteem, never one
of my most pronounced
characteristics, was
pleasantly comforted by
some ‘Serepax’.

My 24 year old body was with eating not
being really one
of my regular
activities slender in the
extreme. I
costumed up in
a purple satin
1950’s gown
with a net
petticoat and
very, very sexy
black pointy
shoes (Italian,
of course!).

I recall being
pleased with my
make up and
my general
appearance –
there is,

prominent street based
sex industry ‘arenas’ – so I
literally only had to ‘pop
up the road’ to my new
workplace.
I arrived on a corner, and
was picked up virtually
straight away for a quick
little rendezvous in one of
the area’s gracious footy
oval car parks.
I still remember being
impressed by his car – a
‘Jag’.

I felt like a Queen!
Powerful! Beautiful! Sexy!
Special! Lusted after!

There were so many
incidents and people which
shaped my later
experiences in the
industry, but this first
afternoon/night of sex
work remains my ‘best
experience of sex working’.
Aside from memories,
what stays with me is how
my experiences as a

sex worker has allowed me
opportunities and
knowledge of myself that
still resonates with me
today.

Jules

however - no
real way to
recall with any
kindness my
hair ‘style’ – a
delightfully
genuine 1980’s
mullet.

I lived in St
Kilda – one of
Australia’s most
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